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Late Holocene Rupture of the Northern San Andreas Fault and Possible

Stress Linkage to the Cascadia Subduction Zone
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Johnson, C. Hans Nelson, Julia Gutiérrez-Pastor, Andrew Ericsson,* Eugene

Karabanov,† Jason D. Chaytor,‡ Jason Patton, and Eulàlia Gràcia

Abstract We relate the late Holocene northern San Andreas fault (NSAF) paleo-
seismic history developed using marine sediment cores along the northern California
continental margin to a similar dataset of cores collected along the Cascadia margin,
including channels from Barclay Canyon off Vancouver Island to just north of Mon-
terey Bay. Stratigraphic correlation and evidence of synchronous triggering imply
earthquake origin, and both temporal records are compatible with onshore paleoseis-
mic data. In order to make comparisons between the temporal earthquake records from
the NSAF and Cascadia, we refine correlations of southern Cascadia great earth-
quakes, including the land paleoseismic record.

Along the NSAF during the last ∼2800 yr, 15 turbidites, including one likely from
the great 1906 earthquake, establish an average repeat time of ∼200 yr, similar to the
onshore value of ∼240 yr. The combined land and marine paleoseismic record from
the southern Cascadia subduction zone includes a similar number of events during the
same period. While the average recurrence interval for full-margin Cascadia events is
∼520 yr, the southern Cascadia margin has a repeat time of ∼220 yr, similar to that of
the NSAF. Thirteen of the 15 NSAF events were preceded by Cascadia events by
∼0–80 yr, averaging 25–45 yr (as compared to ∼80–400 yr by which Cascadia events
follow the NSAF).

Based on the temporal association, we model the coseismic and cumulative post-
seismic deformation from great Cascadia megathrust events and compute related
stress changes along the NSAF in order to test the possibility that Cascadia earth-
quakes triggered the penultimate, and perhaps other, NSAF events. The Coulomb fail-
ure stress (CFS) resulting from viscous deformation related to a Cascadia earthquake
over ∼60 yr does not contribute significantly to the total CFS on the NSAF. However,
the coseismic deformation increases CFS on the northern San Andreas fault (NSAF) by
up to about 9 bars offshore of Point Delgada, most likely enough to trigger that fault to
fail in north-to-south propagating ruptures.

Online Material: Relative timing of NSAF and Cascadia events and estimated Cas-
cadia slip models.

Introduction

The development of long paleoseismic records along
major fault systems allows correlation of records along

strike and can establish spatial histories of rupture length.
Combined with age data, long-correlated records can also
address clustering, the applicability of slip-predicable or
time-predicable models, and the nature of long-term stress
interactions (e.g., Stein et al., 1992; Ward and Goes, 1993;
Weldon et al., 2004). We have been using the marine turbi-
dite record as a proxy for earthquake recurrence in both the
Cascadia Subduction Zone, and on the northern San Andreas
fault (NSAF) (Goldfinger et al., 2003a, 2007). In comparison
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to land paleoseismic records, turbidite paleoseismology and
other off-fault techniques must demonstrate that the events
recorded are earthquake triggered, or provide a method to
separate earthquakes from other signals in a mixed record.
Marine records are commonly longer and more continuous
than land records, and provided they are in settings isolated
from the effects of sea level change, can actually be more
precise in the early to mid Holocene due to the abundance
of datable microfossils. In recent years, turbidite paleoseis-
mology has been attempted in Cascadia (Adams, 1990; Nel-
son et al., 2000; Goldfinger et al., 2003a,b), Puget Sound
(Karlin et al., 2004), Japan (Inouchi et al., 1996; Nakajima
and Kanai, 2000; Shiki et al., 2000), the Mediterranean (Kas-
tens, 1984), the Dead Sea (Niemi and Ben-Avraham, 1994),
northern California (Field, 1984; Garfield et al., 1994), the
southwest Iberian Margin (Garcia-Orellana et al., 2006),
Marmara Sea (Polonia et al., 2004), and the Arctic Ocean
(Grantz et al., 1996) and is a technique that is evolving as
a precise tool for seismotectonics.

In 1999, we collected 44 piston cores of 6–8-m length
(Fig. 1) and 44 companion trigger cores of 2-m length and
seven box cores (50 × 50 × 50 cm) in basin and channel
systems throughout Cascadia basin to investigate the paleo-
seismic history of the Cascadia margin (Goldfinger et al.,
2003a). In 1999–2002, we collected 74 piston, gravity, and
jumbo Kasten cores from channel/canyon systems draining
the northern California margin adjacent to the onshore and
nearshore NSAF (Goldfinger et al., 2007; Fig. 2). During
both cruises, we mapped channel systems with SeaBeam
2000 and Simrad EM-120 multibeam sonars, collecting both
high-resolution bathymetry and backscatter data essential for
analysis of channel morphology, sedimentation patterns, and
core siting. These data were processed and merged with ex-
isting single and multibeam data to develop regional bathy-
metric datasets.

During these cruises, we sampled all major and many
minor channel systems extending from Barclay Canyon off
Vancouver Island to the Mendocino Triple Junction (MTJ) in
1999, and from Cape Mendocino to just north of Monterey
Bay in 2002 (Figs. 1 and 2). In some cases, sampling both
down and across channels was done and particular attention
was paid to channel confluences, as these areas afford op-
portunities to test for synchronous triggering of turbidity
currents.

These cores have yielded turbidite records that are in
good agreement with the shorter land record of Holocene
Cascadia and NSAF earthquakes (Goldfinger et al., 2003a,
b, 2007). While Cascadia has an extensive land paleoseismic
record from numerous sites, a similar land paleoseismic
record for the NSAF system has proven more difficult to es-
tablish, despite the intense scientific study of the NSAF stem-
ming from the great seismic hazards to the San Francisco
Bay Area. This is particularly true for the segments of the
NSAF near and north of San Francisco that ruptured during
the great 1906 earthquake.

In this article, we present results from the offshore tur-
bidite event record along the NSAF extending to ∼3000 yr
B.P., with correlation evidence of the youngest events along
strike that augments evidence presented in Goldfinger et al.
(2007). We present new data from southern Cascadia, where
a series of small correlatable marine turbidites and land
evidence together suggest limited southern Oregon ruptures
in addition to margin-wide ruptures. We then compare the
NSAF temporal record to that of the combined land/marine
Cascadia temporal record to explore a possible temporal and
stress relationship between these two great plate boundary
faults.

Geological Setting and Background

NSAF Seismotectonic Setting

The San Andreas fault (SAF) is probably the most in-
tensively studied transform system in the world. Extend-
ing along the west coast of North America, from the Gulf
of California to Cape Mendocino, the SAF is the largest
component of a complex and wide plate boundary that ex-
tends eastward to encompass numerous other strike-slip fault
strands and interactions with the Basin and Range exten-
sional province. The Mendocino triple junction (MTJ) lies
at the termination of the NSAF and has migrated northward
since about 25–28 Ma (Dickinson and Snyder, 1979). As the
triple junction moves, the former subduction forearc transi-
tions to right-lateral transform motion, and the SAF continues
to lengthen.

West of the Sierra Nevada block, three main fault
systems accommodate ∼75% of the Pacific–North America
plate motion, distributed over an ∼100-km-wide zone (Frey-
mueller et al., 1999; Argus and Gordon, 2001; d’Alessio
et al., 2005). Much of the remainder is carried by the eastern
California shear zone (Sauber, et al., 1994; Segall and Cas-
tillo, 1999). The NSAF accommodates about 25 mm=yr of
the ∼40 mm=yr distributed across western California. Most
of the remainder is taken up on the parallel Hayward–
Rodgers Creek system, and the slightly divergent Calaveras–
Concord–Green Valley fault system farther to the east. The
Hayward and Calaveras systems become the Maacama and
Bartlett Springs faults, respectively, in northernmost Califor-
nia. South of San Francisco, the transform system includes
the offshore San Gregorio fault, which joins the NSAF at
Olema, just north of San Francisco. Between San Fran-
cisco and Cape Mendocino, the SAF is a relatively simple
system with most strain localized on the primary strand. Sev-
eral uncertain faults exist offshore, but the age and activity
of these faults is unknown (Jennings, 1995). Seismicity off-
shore is virtually nil, with the exception of the MTJ region.
Since the 1906 rupture, the main San Andreas has been
nearly aseismic, with only a few small events near Point
Arena (Zoback et al., 1999). Seismicity has been greater on
the Maacama and Bartlett Springs faults to the east (Castillo
and Ellsworth, 1993).
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The 1906 Mw 7.9 earthquake rupture extended from the
epicenter near San Francisco north to Shelter Cove near Point
Delgada and south to near San Juan Bautista, suggesting
a minimum rupture length of ∼470 km (Fig. 2). The 1906
event clearly ruptured the surface along the San Francisco
peninsula to as far north as Point Arena (Lawson, 1908).
Some debate exists regarding the full length of the 1906 rup-

ture (McLaughlin et al., 1983), though most investigators
now believe the rupture extended to Point Delgada (Song
et al., 2008).

Offshore, numerous canyon/channel systems containing
Holocene turbidites drain the northern California margin.
From the north beginning at Cape Mendocino, to the south
at Monterey Bay, the canyons and channels are Gorda,

Figure 1. (a) Cascadia margin turbidite canyons, channels, and 1999–2002 core locations. The major canyon systems are outlined.
Number of post-Mazama/Holocene correlative turbidites, with southern turbidites denoted with a �, are shown. Average Holocene recur-
rence times for all events are shown in parentheses. Mazama ash was not present in Barkley Canyon cores or in the cores south of Rogue
Canyon. Primary core sites shown with light rim; other cores are gray. (b) Synchroneity test at a channel confluence as applied where
Washington channels merge into the Cascadia Deep Sea Channel. The number of events downstream should be the sum of events in
the tributaries, unless the turbidity currents were triggered simultaneously by an earthquake (Adams, 1990). This site is at B on the
JDF plate.
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Figure 2. Core locations from 1999 and 2002 cruises on Research Vessel (R/V) Melville and R/V Roger Revelle along NSAF system.
Bathymetric and topographic data compiled by Oregon State University (OSU) from archive and newly collected marine survey data during
these cruises with NASA Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) land data. Channel systems mapped from the new bathymetric grid and
sidescan data. Core numbers are referred to in the text: piston core, PC; gravity core, GC; kasten core, KC; and box core, BC. Noyo Cores
(including 49PC from Melville 1999 cruise) and 24GC, discussed in text, are also shown. Offshore provenance from heavy mineral analyses
is indicated in boxed text. At the confluence upstream of core 24GC, Viscaino and Gualala mineralogies mix and result in stacked pulses,
reflecting source mineralogies. Onshore paleoseismic sites Vedanta and Fort Ross are shown onshore.
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Viscaino, Noyo, Arena, Gualala, Albion, Bodega Cordell,
Farallon, Montara, Pioneer, and Monterey (Fig. 2). Some of
these turbidite channels have downstream confluence path-
ways; for example, Noyo, Viscaino, and Gualala channels
join together to form a single channel traveling hundreds
of kilometers offshore. The Bodega, Cordell, and Viscaino
turbidite systems behave in the same way along the southern
half of the northern California margin meeting in another
confluence (Goldfinger et al., 2007). Confluences are im-
portant because they offer opportunities to test synchronous
triggering of turbidity currents (Fig. 1b; Adams, 1990; Gold-
finger et al., 2003a, 2007).

Noyo Channel is found south of Cape Mendocino and
extends seaward with a length of more than 200 km from the
mouth of the canyon to the end of the pathway. The NSAF
crosses the Noyo canyon head in ∼150-m-water depth on the
outer shelf, clearly offsetting the upper canyon head, which
has also been captured by and bends 90° to follow the fault
(Fig. 2). This makes Noyo canyon particularly sensitive to
seismic activity on the NSAF. The Noyo turbidite record is
therefore more robust than other channels that increase in
distance from the fault southward to ∼60 km south of Point
Arena (Fig. 2).

Northern San Andreas Onshore Paleoseismicity

The NSAF system has been divided into segments based
on its historical record of earthquake behavior. All four
northern segments (north of the creeping section at San Juan
Bautista, Santa Cruz Mountain, peninsula, north coast, and
offshore; Working Group on California Earthquake Proba-
bilities, 2003) ruptured in the 1906 Mw 7.9 earthquake, ex-
tending from San Juan Bautista north to the MTJ (Lawson,
1908; Brown, 1995; Thatcher et al., 1997; Prentice et al.,
1999; Song et al., 2008).

The onshore paleoseismology of the NSAF has been
investigated at Olema, 45-km north of San Francisco; at
Dogtown, close to the Olema site; at Bodega Bay, Bolinas
Lagoon, Point Arena, and Fort Ross; and at several sites
on the San Francisco peninsula and in the Santa Cruz moun-
tains. At the Vedanta site (Fig. 2) near Olema, Niemi and
Hall (1992) found a maximum late Holocene slip rate of
24� 3 mm=yr, in fair agreement with geodetic data (Segall,
2002; d’Alessio et al., 2005). They estimate that if the 4–5-m
slip event recorded in 1906 is characteristic, the recurrence
time for such events would be 221� 40 yr. The average slip
per event at Point Arena similarly implies a recurrence time
of 200–400 yr (Prentice, 1989). Recently, 10 new ages from
the Vedanta site (Zhang et al., 2006) and sites near Fort Ross
(Kelson et al., 2006) (Fig. 2) suggest a recurrence interval of
∼200 yr and timing of the penultimate event on the north
coast and offshore segments at ∼A:D: 1700–1750. Knudsen
et al. (2002) document probable coseismic relative sea level
changes within structural basins along the NSAF in Bodega
harbor and Bolinas lagoon, 90 and 27-km north of San Fran-

cisco, respectively. These data suggest two events prior to
1906, one ∼400 and another 700–750 yr B.P.

Cascadia Seismotectonic Setting

The Cascadia subduction zone is formed by the subduc-
tion of the oceanic Juan de Fuca and Gorda plates beneath
the North American plate off the coast of northern Califor-
nia, Oregon, Washington, and Vancouver Island (Fig. 1). The
Juan de Fuca–North America convergence rate decreases
from 50 mm=yr at southern Vancouver Island to 36 mm=yr
at the MTJ (poles of McCaffrey et al., 2007). Juan de Fuca–
North American convergence is oblique, with obliquity in-
creasing southward along the margin. The submarine forearc
widens from 60 km off southern Oregon to 150 km off
the northern Olympic Peninsula of Washington, where the
thick Pleistocene Astoria and Nitinat fans are presently be-
ing accreted to the margin (Fig. 1). The active accretionary
thrust faults of the lower slope are characterized by mostly
seaward-vergent thrusts on the Oregon margin from 42°
to 44°55’ N and north of 48°08’ N off Vancouver Island,
and by landward-vergent thrusts between 44°55’ N and
48°08’ N on the northern Oregon and Washington margins
(Goldfinger et al., 1997).

The earthquake potential of Cascadia has been the sub-
ject of major paradigm changes in recent years. First thought
to be aseismic due to the lack of historic seismicity, great
thickness of subducted sediments, and low uplift rates of
marine terraces (Ando and Balazs, 1979), Cascadia is now
thought capable of producing large subduction earthquakes
on the basis of paleoseismic evidence (e.g., Atwater, 1987;
Satake et al., 1996; Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 1997),
geodetic evidence of elastic strain accumulation (e.g., Dra-
gert et al., 1994; McCaffrey et al., 2000) and comparisons
with other subduction zones (e.g., Heaton and Kanamori,
1984; Atwater, 1987). Despite the presence of abundant pa-
leoseismologic evidence for rapid coastal subsidence and
tsunamis, the plate boundary remains the quietest of all sub-
duction zones, with only one major interplate thrust event
ever recorded instrumentally (Oppenheimer et al., 1993).
Cascadia represents an end member of the world’s subduc-
tion zones not only in seismic activity (Acharya, 1992) but
also as the hottest subduction thrust because of its young sub-
ducting lithosphere and thick blanket of insulating sediments
(McCaffrey, 1997).

Cascadia Paleoseismicity

The past occurrence of great earthquakes in Cascadia
is now well established; thus, attention has turned to mag-
nitude, recurrence intervals, and segmentation of the mar-
gin. Segmented and whole-margin ruptures should leave
distinctly different stratigraphic records in both the coastal
marshes and the offshore turbidite channel systems.

The most extensive paleoseismic record on land is found
in subsided marshes and tsunami deposits of thin marine
sand layers with diatoms that overlie marshes or are in-
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terbedded within estuarine or lake muds (Atwater and
Hemphill-Haley, 1997; Kelsey et al., 2005; Nelson et al.,
2006; site localities shown in Fig. 1). The tsunami deposits
are found several kilometers inland from the coast, up river
estuaries, or in low-lying freshwater lakes near sea level but
above the reach of storm surges. A 3500-yr record of such
tsunami events and buried soils due to coseismic land sub-
sidence is found in Willapa Bay, Washington (Atwater and
Hemphill-Haley, 1997). In the coastal paleoseismic record,
the average recurrence time of great earthquakes along the
northern Cascadia subduction zone for the past 3500 yr
(526 yr) (Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 1997) agrees quite
closely with the offshore average of 470 yr for the same
period (one offshore event was not reported at Willapa
Bay) and the 524-yr average over the 10,000-yr turbidite
paleoseismic record (revised slightly from Goldfinger et al.,
2003a). Along the southern margin, an ∼4600-yr record with
14 disturbance events likely from Cascadia subduction earth-
quakes has been carefully documented in Bradley Lake, on
the southern Oregon coast (Kelsey et al., 2005), along with a
5500-yr record at the Sixes River (Kelsey et al., 2002). The
Bradley lake record is the most complete land record on the
southern margin and yields a shorter recurrence interval of
340 yr along that part of the southern margin. A compilation
of southern Cascadia sites reported in Nelson et al. (2006)
includes Bradley Lake and concludes that Cascadia has seg-
mented ruptures along the southern margin in addition to
full-margin ruptures.

Offshore, Cascadia Basin comprises the deep ocean
floor over the Juan de Fuca and Gorda Plates, and extends
from Vancouver Island, Canada, to the Mendocino Escarp-
ment in northern California (Fig. 1). The Cascadia Basin
contains a wide variety of Quaternary turbidite systems with
an extensive Holocene history of turbidite deposition (i.e.,
Griggs and Kulm, 1970; Nelson, 1976). Recent work has
documented the linkages between these turbidites and great
earthquakes along the Cascadia subduction zone (Adams,
1990; Nelson et al., 2000; Goldfinger et al., 2003a,b).

The Holocene stratigraphy of submarine channels along
the Cascadia margin includes Mazama Ash (MA), from the
eruption of Mt. Mazama, forming Crater Lake, Oregon
(Nelson et al., 1968). The calendar age of the eruption of
Mt. Mazama has recently been reevaluated with an age of
7627� 150 calendar years B.P. determined from the Green-
land Ice Sheet Project (GISP) 2 ice core (Zdanowicz et al.,
1999). The Mt. Mazama eruption airfall was distributed
northeastward from southern Oregon mainly over the Co-
lumbia drainage and some of the coastal rivers. It is also
found in the Puget lowland, British Columbia (Hallett et al.,
1997), and in inlets on the west coast of Vancouver Island
(Dallimore et al., 2005). From these rivers, MA was trans-
ported to temporary depocenters in canyon heads of the
Cascadia continental margin, much as Mt. St. Helens ash
was transported following the 1980 eruption (Nelson et al.,
1988). Subsequent turbidity currents transported the ash into
Cascadia Basin canyon and channel floor depocenters.

Using the MA marker bed, 14C ages, and stratigraphic
correlation, the offshore turbidite record has been demon-
strated to be largely, if not entirely, composed of synchro-
nous turbidites, 19 of which are margin wide and others that
span shorter segments (Goldfinger, Morey, Erhardt, et al.,
2006). The synchroneity of the 10,000-yr turbidite event re-
cord along the northern half of the Cascadia subduction zone
is best explained by paleoseismic triggering of great earth-
quakes with a mean recurrence interval for long ruptures
of 496–524 yr, depending on the locality. Further refinement
of the Cascadia record along the southern margin is dis-
cussed in the subsequent section.

Turbidite Methodology and Analytical Methods

Turbidite Methodology and Application to
Cascadia and the San Andreas

Identifying Earthquake-Triggered Turbidites. An associa-
tion between earthquakes and turbidity currents has long
been known (Heezen and Ewing, 1952); however, other
triggers for turbidity currents exist, including (1) storm or
tsunami-wave loading, (2) sediment loading, and (3) storm
(hyperpycnal) discharges, as well as less common occur-
rences such as bolide impacts and major subaerial or sub-
marine landsliding. In some cases, seismic turbidites can be
distinguished sedimentologically from storm, tsunami, and
other deposits (Inouchi et al., 1996; Nakajima and Kanai,
2000; Shiki et al., 2000), although sedimentological distinc-
tion between triggering mechanisms may be somewhat site
specific. We use synchronous triggering manifested as a
spatial and temporal pattern of event correlations along both
the Cascadia and NSAF margins to determine earthquake ori-
gin. Synchroneity of event records in separated canyons,
over a wide region, is difficult to attribute to nonearthquake
sources, which are most often limited spatially and tempo-
rally to single canyons. Possible exceptions could include
storm or tsunami-wave loading and hyperpycnal flow, which
can also occur over large areas and short time scales. These
possibilities and the tests used to distinguish Cascadia and
NSAF earthquake-generated turbidites from other triggering
mechanisms have been presented in Goldfinger et al. (2003a,
b, 2007) and Nelson et al. (2000).

Tests of Synchronous Triggering and Correlative Deposition
of Turbidites. A key test of synchronous triggering has be-
come known as the confluence test (Fig. 1b). In Cascadia
Basin channels, Adams (1990) observed that most cores con-
tained 13 turbidites overlying the MA (which was included
in the thirteenth). Cores from Juan de Fuca Canyon, Willapa,
Grays, and Quinault Canyons also contain 13 turbidites and
include the MA. The correlative turbidites in Cascadia chan-
nel lie downstream of the confluence of those channels. If
these events had been independently triggered, with more
than a few hours separation in time the channels below, the
confluence should contain 26 turbidites, not 13 as observed.
This simple observation demonstrates synchronous trigger-
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ing of turbidity currents in tributaries whose headwaters are
separated by 50–150 km (Fig. 1b). In our Cascadia work, we
find that all of the northern Cascadia events that traverse
the Willapa–Juan de Fuca Channel confluence pass this test,
a total of 19 events including the 6 that lie below the MA.
These events pass this test with more precision than simply
the number of events upstream and downstream. The events
are all composed of 1-to-3 coarse sand pulses with charac-
teristic grain-size distribution, and this structure or event fin-
gerprint is also preserved above and below the confluences, a
phenomenon further discussed next.

We also applied a confluence test to the NSAF turbidite
data as they pass through six confluences, and we modify the
test to include the mineralogic fingerprinting of the input
channels during an ∼6000-yr period. We broadly distinguish
three heavy mineral provenances in the NSAF cores, well
linked to the onshore source geology (Figs. 2 and 3). Using
these three heavy mineral suites allows us to distinguish the
various dominant tributary canyon sources of the stratigra-

phy within turbidites, both up- and downstream from con-
fluences. With this mineralogic test for synchronous or asyn-
chronous arrival of individual coarse fraction pulses, we can
correlate the stacking of these pulses and associated prove-
nance components to establish or refute synchronous trig-
gering. Further details of confluence tests applied to NSAF
margin cores are presented in Goldfinger et al. (2007).

Analytical Methods

Stratigraphic Correlation and Event Fingerprinting. While
at sea, all cores were scanned using a GEOTEKMulti-Sensor
Core Logger (MSCL), collecting P-wave velocity, gamma-
ray density, and relatively coarse magnetic susceptibility
data using a loop sensor from the unsplit cores. Cores were
then split to collect high-resolution line-scan imagery. Sub-
sequently, high-resolution magnetic susceptibility data were
collected from each core using a point probe (Bartington
MS2E high-resolution surface sensor) at 1-cm intervals
and imaged with X radiography (Figs. 3–6). For the upper-

Figure 3. Example grain size analysis, magnetic susceptibility/density signatures and x-radiography in turbidites T19 and T20 in core
24GC below the Gualala–Noyo–Viscaino channel confluence (base of T18 is also shown; see Fig. 2 for location). Light tones in the
x-radiograph represent dense sand/silt intervals; darker gray tones represent clay/mud. Oval dots are grain size samples. Heavy trace is
the magnetic susceptibility signature. Right plot is percent sand (obtained with Coulter laser counter method). The good correspondence
between grain size, density, and magnetic susceptibility for the lithologies in both Cascadia and NSAF cores is established with selected
analyses, and permits use of density and magnetics as mass/grain size proxies that show much greater resolution than possible with grain size
analysis. These typical turbidites are composed of 1-3 fining-upward sequences, each truncated by the overlying pulse. No hemipelagic exists
between pulses, indicating the three pulses were deposited in a short time interval. Only the last pulse has a fine tail, indicating final waning of
the turbidity current. We interpret these signatures as resulting from a single multipulse turbidity current. Number of coarse pulses commonly
remains constant in multiple channel systems for a given event. Source provenance affinity for each sand pulse is shown to the right, and
keyed to source regions in Figure 2.
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most ∼1 m, cores along the base of the continental slope
along the NSAF were further sampled using point magnetics
at a 3 mm spacing to compensate for a low latest Holocene
sedimentation rate in those cores. Selected grain-size analy-
ses for both regions were performed with a Coulter laser
counter.

Cores were scanned using a GEOSCAN line-scan sys-
tem using a 3 × 1024-pixel charge-coupled device at 1-mm
resolution. Color reflectance data (red, green, blue [RGB]
traces) were extracted from the high-resolution imagery by
averaging a 100-pixel swath across the core for each data
point, and these were compiled down the core. Color reflec-
tance is a common high-resolution physical property, which
is useful when the stratigraphy has enough color contrast to
be diagnostic of stratigraphic detail (Nederbragt et al., 2006;
Rogerson et al., 2006). Unlike the other physical property
measurements, color reflectance is highly influenced by the
surface condition of the split core. Irregularities due to core
splitting, smoothing of the core surface, water content, and
other factors can influence the color data. Interpretation of
the color data thus must be done when directly overlain on
the color core imagery so as to remove such artifacts from
consideration. Extraction of the RGB data from the imagery
was done to best avoid these artifacts. While color reflec-
tance has been commonly used to estimate chemical content,
particularly of CaCO3 (i.e., Lyle et al., 2002), and hyper-
spectral imagery can extend this capability, we here use color
reflectance for detecting the light–dark pattern resulting from
alternating fine-grained mud turbidites (dark) and interbed-
ded hemipelagic intervals (light).

Turbidite correlation is done using primarily magnetic
susceptibility and density, much as e-logs are correlated in
the oil industry (McCubbin, 1982; Lovlie and van Veen,
1995). Physical property correlations of this type are also
common practice with academic and ocean drilling program/
integrated ocean drilling program (ODP/IODP) cores (e.g.,
Fukuma, 1998) and have recently come into use for paleo-
seismology (i.e., Schnellman et al., 2002; Abdelayem et al.,
2004; Goldfinger, Nelson, Johnson, Arsenault, et al., 2004;
Hagstrum et al., 2004; Iwaki et al., 2004; Karlin et al., 2004;
St-Onge et al., 2004; Goldfinger et al., 2007).

In addition to local site correlation, we have found that it
is possible to correlate unique physical property signatures of
individual turbidites from different sites within individual
channels. This suggests that the processes controlling depo-
sition of the turbidite maintain consistency for some consid-
erable distance within a channel. We have also found it
possible to correlate event signatures not only down indivi-
dual channels and past confluences, but between channel
systems separated by considerable distance, some of which
never meet. These turbidite fingerprints form the basis of
long-distance correlations and are beginning to be recog-
nized and used for regional correlation (e.g., Lake Baikal,
Lees et al., 1998; off Morocco, Wynn et al., 2002; Cascadia,
Goldfinger, Nelson, Johnson, and Morey, 2003; the Laptev
Sea: Russian Arctic, Rivera et al., 2006; and elsewhere). Re-

cently, the event signatures of Cascadia turbidites have been
linked to coastal fjord records on Vancouver Island (Dalli-
more et al., 2005; Goldfinger, Morey, Erhardt, et al., 2006).

Figure 3 shows a single representative turbidite in core
24GC, located below two channel confluences, that illustrates
the multiple fining-upward sequences (Bouma A–C) that
compose each turbidite. Typically, these sequences have
only one fine tail (Bouma D) associated with waning of the
turbidity current. The signatures we are correlating are com-
prised of these stacked coarse pulses. This figure shows in
detail that the magnetic susceptibility, density, and grain
size trends within each event are closely correlated. This is
straightforward but important because we can, in most cases,
use the high-resolution density and magnetic data as grain
size proxies, at least for lithologies along the Cascadia and
NSAF systems (Goldfinger, Nelson, Johnson, and Morey,
2003; Morey et al., 2003; Wynn and Masson, 2003). Further
details of the use of magnetics and density as grain size
proxies are given in Goldfinger et al. (2007).

On close inspection of physical property logs, we some-
times see a remarkable similarity between correlative turbi-
dites that are separated by as much as 500 km (Cascadia) and
280 km (NSAF). Figure 4 shows several typical examples of
correlative events over a distance of 470 km along the Cas-
cadia margin. We see a general correspondence of relative
turbidite thickness downcore that is reflected in separate
channels, as well as correlable details such as the number
of coarse sandy pulses (density and magnetic peaks).

For example, Cascadia turbidite events T2, T10, and
T12 are small events in all cores, whereas T11 and T16
are very large events in all cores, and many other events fol-
low similar size patterns across both Cascadia and the NSAF
margins. Vertical sequences of turbidite size and number of
pulses are commonly preserved between remote sites, and
were used to aid in the correlation framework. We observe
similar patterns along the NSAF margin, where size trends
and individual characteristics persist over large distances.
Goldfinger et al. (2007) also show the evolution of a single
event down channel over a distance of 74 km, showing the
gradual merging of two sand pulses into a bimodal grain
distribution. Stratigraphic correlation has the potential to
establish links of individual events between core sites, inde-
pendent of radiocarbon ages. Possible explanations for the
correlation signatures are discussed in the following sections.

Radiocarbon Analysis. To date the turbidites, we extract
Planktic foraminifers from the hemipelagic sediment below
each turbidite. We do this because the boundary between the
top of the turbidite tail and the hemipelagic sediment is dif-
ficult to identify, and bioturbation is concentrated at this
boundary, possibly because the organic material brought
down in the turbidite tail results in a benthic bloom (Smith
et al., 1993). Sensitivity tests for species-specific biases are
presented in Goldfinger et al. (2007), as are the methods used
to evaluate basal erosion. The close match and lack of con-
sistent bias in ages between land and marine events observed
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Figure 4. Correlation details from two representative pairs of cores on the Cascadia margin. (a) Events 8–11 in cores from Juan de Fuca
Channel (left) and Cascadia Channel (right). Left traces are raw gamma density; right traces are magnetic susceptibility. Lithologic logs are
also shown. The vertical scale is core depth in meters. Note correspondence of size, spacing, number of peaks, trends between events,
and shape of physical property traces between these cores. (b) Events 10–14 in Juan de Fuca Channel (left) and Rogue Channel (right).
In (a) cores are part of the same channel system; distance is 475 km. In (b) cores are in channels that do not meet; distance is 500 km. These
are representative of full-margin events that are included in the southern margin correlation of Figure 6. Full correlation details presented in
Goldfinger, Morey, Erhardt, et al. (2006a) and C. Goldfinger et al., unpublished manuscript, 2007).
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in both Cascadia and on the NSAF also suggests that neither
bioturbation (Wheatcroft, 1992; Thomson et al., 1995) nor
basal erosion significantly bias 14C ages derived from Plank-
tic foraminifers in most cases. In several cases for Trini-
dad, Smith, and Klamath Channels, we dated benthic forams
where Planktic foraminifers were not abundant enough to
obtain a result. These ages were calibrated using the addi-
tional reservoir difference between benthic and planktic sam-
ples established locally for those cores in the 0–3000-yr time
range. This method is similar to that used to establish the
modern reservoir value (e.g., Hughen et al., 2004).

Using a moving window average sedimentation rate, we
corrected the original AMS ages for the radiocarbon sample
thickness by subtracting the time corresponding to the thick-
ness of the sample interval. Hemipelagic thickness was then
converted to time for input into OxCal calibration software
using the Marine04 database (Ramsey, 1995; Ramsey, 2001;
Reimer et al., 2004). A sedimentation-rate regression analy-
sis was employed to flag erosion at a given interval and to
provide a check for consistency downcore, as sudden hemi-
pelagic sedimentation-rate changes in the marine environ-
ment are relatively rare (Ⓔ see the electronic edition of
BSSA). Outliers in this analysis are most likely caused by
basal erosion because ages appear to be older, with less sedi-
ment thickness between events than expected. To evaluate
flagged outliers, we tested them for basal erosion by compar-
ing the hemipelagic thickness of that interval among several
closely spaced cores. In a few cases, multiple cores revealed
that these anomalous intervals were the result of basal ero-
sion on the core from which the sample was taken, based on a
thinner hemipelagic section in only that core. If the dated
interval was found to wholly or partially come from an inter-
val suspected of erosion, and other dating options were
exhausted, we calculated a corrected age based on the full
hemipelagic thickness represented in the nearby cores. This
correction applies to four samples in this study; Ⓔ the cal-
culations and criteria are given in Table 2 in the electronic
edition of BSSA. If more than one sample was used for
the anomalous age, the correction was weighted by the pro-
portion of the sample weights. See Gutierrez-Pastor et al.
(2007) for a full discussion of these methods. To verify this
type of correction, or to calculate the age of an undated tur-
bidite, we can additionally calculate the age of the turbidite
based on a dated turbidite below or above (or both if possi-
ble) the suspect/missing turbidite. The reference age above
or below must be well dated at the suspect site and at other
nearby sites to provide a stable reference. We can then cal-
culate the age of the suspect event by adding the hemipelagic
time to or subtracting it from the reference age to establish
a calculated age for the event. This can also be done with
OxCal, though the Bayesian calculation actually provides
weaker constraints than those of the analytical solution using
the full hemipelagic time constraint. We have included ages
corrected by these methods where the erosion correction and
the calculated age methods produce similar results (signifi-
cant overlap at the 1-sigma level). These are indicated as

such in the tables and figures, with calculations given in
Ⓔ Table 2 of the electronic edition of BSSA.

Goldfinger et al. (2007) illustrate use of OxCal to take
advantage of multiple ages (if within analytical error of one
another), including constraints imposed by the time repre-
sented by hemipelagic sediment between events. In one case
(the penultimate NSAF event) we used the establishment of
the first San Francisco mission in 1769 to restrict the age.
Where age data are missing, sedimentation rates alone can be
used to model event ages, which we have done for several
events in our time series due to scarcity of foraminifers in
those intervals. Ⓔ Figure 1 in the electronic edition of BSSA
shows the analyses for the A.D. 1906 and the penultimate
NSAF events, as well as the A.D. 1700 Cascadia event using
OxCal with hemipelagic sedimentation and historical con-
straints. Using these well-known events, and time constraints
provided by the hemipelagic sediment deposited in the inter-
seismic period, OxCal returns the calendar age of the A.D.
1906 NSAF and A.D. 1700 Cascadia earthquakes to within a
few years. The penultimate event is similarly constrained to a
narrower time window than obtained by simple calibration.
Further details of the OxCal analysis and the reservoir cor-
rections applied are given in Goldfinger et al. (2007). Also of
importance here is the significance of the probability peaks in
the probability density functions (PDFs). Multiple peaks and
broad distributions in the PDFs are generated largely from
the slope of the atmospheric radiocarbon curves, and without
other data, can only be treated statistically. For marine data in
this study, we have both hemipelagic intervals that represent
the time elapsed between turbidites, and sedimentation-rate
curves that serve to further constrain the time of emplace-
ment. The hemipelagic intervals represent time during which
earthquakes are precluded and restrict the time intervals in
which earthquakes could have occurred. Similarly, sedimen-
tation rates derived from multiple cores at a site can be used
to show that most events occur near the probability peaks,
eliminating much of the probability tail and additional peaks
in the case of multiples. Our data show that marine sedimen-
tation rates vary little, and can be used in this setting to sup-
port the use of probability peaks as shown by Goslar et al.
(2005).ⒺWe show the NSAF PDFs and rate curve fit in Fig-
ure 2 in the electronic edition of BSSA. This method pre-
sently cannot be used in Cascadia because no individual site
has a record with all or nearly all events dated.

Heavy Mineral Analysis. Broad provenance bins were de-
termined from standard heavy-mineral analysis techniques.
We sieved samples of coarse material from the sand fraction
of selected turbidites, and separated the heavy minerals with
tetrabromoethane (specific gravity is 2.9), separating light
and heavy fractions. We then made grain mounts of the
heavy mineral fraction with piccolyte (refractive index is
1.52) and point counted at least 300 grains, 200 being true
heavy minerals.
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Results: Southern Cascadia and Northern
San Andreas Turbidite Record

Southern Cascadia Event Correlation

Stratigraphic Correlation. The 14C age framework and
stratigraphic correlation of Cascadia margin turbidites, sup-
ported by extensive onshore paleoseismic work, allow a rel-
atively complete Holocene assessment of rupture lengths and
timing of Cascadia events. A full documentation of the com-
bined onshore/offshore analysis is presented in C. Goldfinger
et al. (unpublished manuscript, 2007). In this article (Ⓔ and
in the electronic edition of BSSA), we present a subset of
the Cascadia data and analyses focusing on the southern
Cascadia margin during the past ∼3000 yr in order to make
comparisons between the southern Cascadia and NSAF
time series.

The southern Cascadia margin has a paleoseismic record
both onshore and offshore that differs from the record of the
northern margin. Kelsey et al. (2005) and Nelson et al.
(2006) present evidence for segmentation of the southern
Cascadia margin. Our offshore record from southern Casca-
dia also suggests segmentation not initially recognized in
Goldfinger et al. (2003a,b) and similar to that proposed by

Kelsey et al. (2005) and Nelson et al. (2006). We now rec-
ognize 19 paleoseismic turbidites correlated along the north-
ern 2=3 of the Cascadia margin, one more than reported
previously because one event was discovered to be a closely
spaced couplet. All 19 events were originally correlated to
Rogue Canyon. We now find that most of these events can
be correlated southward to Klamath, Smith, and Trinidad
Canyons (younger than 4000 yr) off northern California as
well. We find evidence of additional events along the south-
ern margin, some of which appear to extend north to Central
Oregon, and others that extend approximately to the Rogue
site only, involving northern California and southern Oregon.
These events are smaller muddy turbidites that can be ob-
served as magnetic and density signatures between the larger
margin-wide events. These small events are also noted in
the original core logs as darker intervals within what was
initially logged as hemipelagic sediment between major tur-
bidites. The origin of the darker intervals was initially un-
known; however, we now interpret these darker intervals as
fine-grained mud turbidites on the basis of stratigraphic cor-
relation between sites, and more detailed lithologic examina-
tion. An example, event T2a, is shown in Figure 5 (we retain
the original 18 event numbers to maintain consistency with

Figure 5. Grain size distribution for small southern event T2a. This event is representative of the smallest of the southern Oregon events
correlated in this study. Detailed magnetic susceptibility and Gamma density records reveal a minor event between T2 and T3, which was
originally logged as darker clay thought to be hemipelagic material. Closer inspection revealed this silt stringers and turbidite mud at this
interval and also for T3a, T4a, T5a, T5b, and T6a. Similarity of small event grain size patterns between cores (magnetic susceptibility and
density proxies), consistent appearance at the same intervals in multiple cores, and the observed silt/turbidite mud stringers supports inter-
pretation of them as small mud/silt turbidites. Lithologic detail is composited from cores 55KC, 30TC, and 31TC. The vertical scale is core
depth in centimeters. Ages calculated from adjacent 14C ages shown with errors propagated from the radiocarbon age and the estimated error
range for hemipelagic thickness. T1 (A.D. 1700 is 250 B.P. 1950) age assumed, not dated in this core. Regional correlation including this event
is shown in Figure 6.
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earlier publications, and insert smaller southern Cascadia
events as a–c designations between margin-wide events in
this study). Some of these weak events are not presently dat-
able by 14C methods, and for these events we have calculated
their ages based on hemipelagic intervals above or below
well-dated larger events as described previously.

Figure 6 shows stratigraphic correlation and 14C ages for
the Cascadia margin for the period 0–3000 yr B.P. Strat-
igraphic correlation of events is particularly good for the
northern margin, with no events uncorrelated (i.e., appear
in only one or two systems). For the northern margin, all
events pass a strict synchroneity test, as they are found both
above and below the confluence of Willapa and Juan de Fuca

Channels with no change in number of events above (or be-
low) the Mazama ash datum. This synchroneity test is critical
to the establishment of synchronous triggering, and thus to
the establishment of earthquake origin. Further discussion
of Cascadia and NSAF synchroneity tests can be found in
Adams (1990), Goldfinger et al. (2003a,b), and C. Goldfin-
ger et al. (unpublished manuscript, 2007). Stratigraphic cor-
relation as shown in Figure 6 illustrates the recognizeable
fingerprints for individual events, which also can be ob-
served on both sides of the Willapa–Juan de Fuca (JDF) con-
fluence. This indicates that not only are individual turbidity
currents merging to form one at the channel confluence, but
that the fingerprints of individual events are preserved, im-

Figure 6. Correlation plot of marine turbidite core records and 14C ages along the Cascadia margin from the JDF Channel to Eel Channel
for the most recent ∼4200 yr. Stratigraphic correlation allows resolution of some of the ambiguities pointed out by Nelson et al. (2006) for
Southern Cascadia events. Event ages are shown using probability peaks from OxCal calibrations and combines where multiple ages at a site
are available. See Figure 9 for PDFs for these ages. Events and sites linked by stratigraphic correlations are shown by connecting lines. Full-
margin events correlated using stratigraphy and 14C are shown thicker; local southern Cascadia events are thinner and dashed. The vertical
scales for all cores are hung on the vertical scale of the Rogue cores, which are shown in expanded detail at the right. Relatively sparse dating
of southernmost cores reflects low abundance of forams and thin hemipelagic intervals. Margin-wide event correlation represented by Juan de
Fuca and Cascadia channel cores shown at left. Ages modified after Goldfinger et al. (2003a,b), Johnson (2004), and Gutierrez-Pastor et al.
(2007) using additional data and analyses. Data in Figure 5 outlined by gray box.
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plying that they were similar above and below the conflu-
ence. This further constrains the timing and increases the sig-
nificance of the stratigraphic correlations in that the structure
of the multipulse turbidity current that deposited the multi-
pulse turbidite must have been similar in separate channels
above the confluence, and must have survived the merging at
the confluence.

Cascadia Time-Stratigraphic Event Correlation. Figure 7
shows a space-time diagram for the Cascadia margin for the
past ∼3000 yr, including the land and marine data used in
this study as well as land data not included in the tabular
age calculations. Ⓔ These data are also found in Tables 1–
3 in the electronic edition of BSSA. This figure shows the
time series of major Cascadia margin events interpreted as
earthquakes recorded both onshore and offshore. The on-
shore events have been subjected to rigorous tests of earth-
quake origin that typically comprise rapid subsidence and
sudden burial of marsh surfaces with tsunami sand. Details
of the tests applied to individual sites are contained in the
original literature. We favor the most recent work in which
these tests and sampling methods are more robust than in
the earlier works, and favor sites that have multiple well-
constrained ages for each event, and ages that use seeds
and needles over those that use peat-plant material. Event
records vary somewhat in their preservation of events and
in natural variability that comes from segmented margin rup-
tures. For events interpreted to be full-margin events based
on the joint land/marine data, we use the best ages from sites
along the margin to constrain event ages. For southern Cas-
cadia events, we follow Kelsey et al. (2005) and Nelson et al.
(2006) in attempting to clarify segmented ruptures through
addition of the marine turbidite record.

The total number of events in the 3000-yr time range of
this study, whether onshore or offshore, is similar, with a
few differences noted here. The correspondence between off-
shore and onshore events in time is also striking. We suggest
that the smaller events recorded offshore are in some cases
the same events recorded onshore, though we cannot with
certainty demonstrate this link. Some of the smallest events
offshore likewise are represented by a spotty or absent record
onshore. While this reduces our confidence in these events, it
is also consistent with smaller earthquakes leaving a more
discontinuous geologic record. We also note that the smaller
turbidites offshore correspond reasonably well to the local
southern Oregon events where they have been dated. In some
cases, these turbidites cannot be dated directly, but have
hemipelagic ages similar to onshore earthquakes, and lie
in time ranges constrained by bracketing turbidite ages that
also have corresponding onshore earthquakes. These earth-
quakes have limited rupture length in both onshore and off-
shore records, suggesting a first-order compatibility between
offshore turbidite size, shaking intensity or duration (control-
ling turbidite volume), and rupture length. The offshore rup-
ture limits reflected in the Figure 6 correlation are derived

from our interpretation of the combined land/marine data
shown in Figure 7.

Offshore, the turbidite record gives a positive strati-
graphic method of determining rupture length, limited by
the uncertainty in triggering distance between canyons (es-
timated to be less than 90 km for full-margin events, and
almost certainly less for smaller events, Goldfinger et al.,
2007) and uncertainties in correlation. 14C ages for offshore
events also provide constraints on rupture lengths. Onshore,
the constraints are weaker because individual events cannot
be correlated directly. The links between onshore events are
thus mostly based on 14C with some additional constraints
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Figure 7. Space-time diagram for the Cascadia margin showing
land and marine data for the past ∼3300 yr. Filled symbols are ma-
rine turbidite data; open symbols are land paleoseismic data. Blue
dashed lines show stratigraphic correlation of the turbidite data.
Smaller southern Cascadia events are shown with thinner dashed
lines. Site localities shown by symbology; locations shown on Fig-
ure 1. Marine symbols surrounded by white border are ages calcu-
lated from events above, below, or both using hemipelagic thickness
and sedimentation rates. Green bars are best-fitting marine age
trends for Cascadia earthquakes. Marine trends show space and time
variant trends in some locations and time ranges due to reservoir age
variability, further discussed in text. Best-fitting combined land/
marine trends shown in brown dashed lines where reservoir effect
is apparent.Ⓔ Land data and numbered sources and marine data are
in Tables 1 and 2 of the electronic edition of BSSA, respectively.
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from the stratigraphic sequences at the land sites. In no cases
do we find land events extending beyond the latitude limits
of the marine record. In most cases, latitude limits are similar,
but in a few cases, such as T2, the marine correlatives extend
to greater latitude limits. Several of the smaller events in the
marine record apparently have no land equivalents (T2a and
T6a). These are the smallest of the marine events, with nar-
row latitude limits; thus, we suggest that the marine record is
likely more sensitive to these small events. Limited rupture
lengths and presumably magnitudes for these events may
lack sufficient stress drop to generate significant tsunami or
land subsidence, though they apparently do generate small
correlatable marine turbidites. Alternatively, these small off-
shore events may not correlate as we infer, and would then be
uncorrelated local events of no significance in the marine
earthquake record. Although the correlation evidence and
limited 14C ages for these events make them less robust than
the larger events, their appearance at the same intervals in
numerous cores from isolated environments in Cascadia
basin channels and slope basin cores makes such a coinci-
dence unlikely.

Cascadia Rupture Modes. From the combined land/marine
stratigraphic and radiocarbon data, we infer that in contrast to
the northern margin, the southern Cascadia margin records a
total of 38 probable earthquakes (10,000-yr record, Goldfin-
ger, Morey, and Nelson, 2006) that are correlated between
multiple sites, and thus define a mean recurrence interval for
the southern Cascadia margin of ∼260 yr in the Holocene,

and a recurrence interval of 215 yr during the ∼3000-yr
period considered in this study. The combined stratigraphic
correlations, hemipelagic analysis, and 14C framework repre-
sented in the correlation figures, the space-time-diagram, and
the supplementary tables can be summarized in Figure 8,
which shows groupings of rupture lengths supported by the
combined onshore and offshore records. We show the most
recent 3000-yr period relevant to this article. For this 3000-yr
interval, and considering the uncertainties in the southern
rupture limit, we consider four rupture lengths as shown in
Figure 8, which include the event numbers as shown in Fig-
ures 6 and 7 corresponding to the four modes. Overall, the
Holocene record suggests that the Cascadia margin effec-
tively has five rupture modes (refined from the four shown
in Goldfinger, Morey, Erhardt, et al. [2006]): 19 full- or
nearly full-length ruptures (50%), 2 ruptures comprising the
central and southern half of the margin (5%), and 17 smaller
southern margin ruptures that have three general groupings
of rupture length (45%) during the Holocene. The southern
limits of each rupture are not as well constrained as the north-
ern limits; thus, rupture mode D could include other events,
or may be the same as mode C. Interestingly, the northern
limits of the shorter southern ruptures appear to terminate at
three major structural uplifts known as Nehalem, Heceta, and
Coquille Banks. Brudzinski and Allen (2007) have recently
suggested that episodic tremor and slip (ETS) events down-
dip on the subduction interface may also terminate at these
same latitudes (Fig. 8). Two other boundaries suggested by

Figure 8. Late Holocene rupture lengths of Cascadia great earthquakes for the ∼3000-yr period discussed in this article. Four panels
showing preliminary rupture modes identified using turbidite correlation. (a) Full rupture, represented at all sites by seven events. (b) Mid-
southern rupture, represented at all sites as far south as 40.7° N by five events. (c) Southern rupture from central Oregon southward to at least
41° N, represented by one event. (d) Southern Oregon/northern California events, represented by one event. Ⓔ Slightly varying southern
limits from turbidite data shown the same here are given in Table 4 of the electronic edition of BSSA. Rupture terminations appear to occur at
three forearc structural uplifts: Nehalem Bank (NB), Heceta Bank (HB), and Coquille Bank (CB). Approximate updip and downdip limits
from Clarke and Carver (1992), Goldfinger et al. (1992, 1996), Oleskevich et al. (1999), and Goldfinger (2007). Paleoseismic segmentation
shown corresponds well to the latitudinal boundaries of episodic tremor and slip (ETS) events proposed for the downdip subduction interface
(Brudzinski et al., 2007). These boundaries are shown by white dashed lines. A northern segment proposed from ETS data does not appear to
have a paleoseismic equivalent.
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ETS recurrence periods for Washington seem not to correlate
with paleoseismic evidence presented here.

NSAF Event Correlation

We have added color data analysis to the correlation of
events along the length of the NSAF margin presented in
Goldfinger et al. (2007). Color analysis is of greater resolu-
tion than the magnetic or density traces, with scan lines of
1 mm; however, these data are subject to surface irregulari-
ties on the surface of the split core. Nevertheless, for many
intervals, the detailed color traces offer additional correlation
ties and strengthen the stratigraphic framework. The correla-
tion is made within a 14C-age framework, with some verti-
cal stretching of cores required due to varying sedimenta-
tion rates.

Goldfinger et al. (2007) show a regional correlation of
NSAF turbidite stratigraphy spanning the Holocene. Here we
focus on the upper ∼2800 yr of record, making use of high-
resolution magnetic susceptibility data (3-mm spacing, point
sensor) and color reflectivity data. Our Noyo Canyon cores,
49PC and companion Kasten core 54KC, are particularly im-
portant because unlike all the other channel systems, Noyo
Canyon is actually cut and offset by the NSAF. Most likely
for this reason, the turbidite record there is expanded in
thickness, making investigation of the details of each event
much clearer in those cores. Cores to the south have much
reduced sedimentation rates, even though they are closer to
the Russian River source, the largest river along the north
coast section of the NSAF. Possible reasons for this are dis-
cussed in Goldfinger et al. (2007). By comparison to the ro-
bust Noyo record, most of the events along the NSAF in other
channels are subdued, and indeed the upper 10 events shown
in these figures are very fine silt turbidites not visible to the
naked eye. Their unique signatures in the physical property
data, however, allow good correlation between sites. Ⓔ We
have collapsed a much larger set of core records onto the
representative correlation diagrams shown in Figure 3 in
the electronic edition of BSSA. A key stratigraphic datum
in this correlation is T11, which is a robust event correlated
and visible as a sandy turbidite in all cores, dated at 2574
(2397–2681) yr B.P. in Noyo Channel, and 2256 (2080–
2401) yr B.P. in Gualala Channel. We suspected that the
original 14C age for this event (∼2600 yr B.P.) was too
old (possible basal erosion) and have used constraints from
hemipelagic sedimentation rates surrounding this interval to
estimate the ∼2100-yr B.P. age in Ⓔ Figure 3 of the elec-
tronic edition of BSSA (Goldfinger et al., 2007).

As in Cascadia, correlation of individual events based
on the grain size distribution represented by the magnetic
and density data are possible both along strike and down
channel. Robust event signatures that can be recognized both
within single channels, between multiple channel systems,
and above and below confluences support the inference that
they in fact represent the same source events, independent of
other methods. We observe that the correlated events retain

their essential character, typically made up of a stack of
coarse pulses, for considerable distances along the margin.
The signatures are observed to evolve downstream where
coarse pulses merge with distance from the margin. The
event signatures also evolve to some extent along strike in
some cases, although in other cases stratigraphic sections
at opposite ends of the fault system match as well as close
neighbors. These properties can be observed through close
inspection of Figures 3–6, Ⓔ Figure 3 of the electronic edi-
tion of BSSA, and Goldfinger et al. (2007).

NSAF Confluences and Mineralogy. At the site of core
24GC, below several confluences of Viscaino, Noyo, and
Gualala Channels (confluences shown in Fig. 2), we find that
multiple coarse pulses reveal the heavy mineral assemblage
from individual canyon sources, stacked vertically in order of
arrival at the core site. The turbidites at this site also have no
hemipelagic sediment between the sand pulses, indicating
little time passage between the deposition of the pulses
(see the timing discussion later in this article). The alterna-
tive, removal by erosion, is possible, but would have to occur
at each turbidite base at every correlative site. Further down-
stream, we observe bimodal heavy mineral coarse fractions,
with mineralogical peaks representing the separate prove-
nance components (Goldfinger, Nelson, and Johnson, 2004).
We observe no significant changes in the stratigraphy be-
tween upstream and downstream sites, despite input from
multiple sources at the confluences. Further downstream
at the site of core 31PC, we find that individual turbidites
have the same stacking of coarse pulses, but the provenance
input is less distinct, suggesting further mixing downstream.
This can also be observed directly in the downstream evolu-
tion of each turbidite. Goldfinger et al. (2007, fig. 3) show a
typical example of a two-pulse turbidite as the two pulses
begin to merge along the 74-km distance between the prox-
imal and distal cores. This evolution is expected as the
turbidity current wanes and originally separated internal
structures become less distinct downstream. Goldfinger et al.
(2007) show stratigraphic correlation details for a series of
cores upstream, near, and downstream of the confluences
of Viscaino, Noyo, Gualala, Albion, and Cordell Channels.
The data span the time period from ∼3500 to ∼10; 000 yr
B.P. because the upper section is poorly preserved in some
of the downstream cores. The downstream cores have, as yet,
only a few dated turbidites, in part due to the low foraminifer
abundance at water depths in excess of 3500 m at these sites.
The section ages are bounded by several late Pleistocene
ages, and the age of 4676 (4525–4810) yr B.P. for T18 in
core 26PC, which we use to constrain the upper part of
the correlation.

While additional 14C ages are still needed, we can test
for synchroneity by carefully matching events between up-
stream cores at Noyo and Gualala Channels and correl-
ative events in the downstream cores in this time range. We
matched the stratigraphy and checked for presence/absence
of hemipelagic sediment between events (or an erosive event
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that removed it), as well as the multiple cues used in physical
property based stratigraphic correlation. We observe that up-
stream (49PC) and downstream cores (e.g., 25GC) both con-
tain 22 events in this time range. Differences between the two
are minor, and appear mostly attributable to local basal ero-
sion. Included in the confluence analysis of Goldfinger et al.
(2007) is a correlation with core 31PC, which is actually be-
low a total of four confluences, with input from a total of six
channels, while cores 24GC, 25GC, and 26PC each sample
three channels. The good correlation between these cores
suggests that input mixing at each confluence has little effect
on the stratigraphy of the turbidites, even though the number
of sources increases at each confluence. We infer that syn-
chronous triggering is the only viable explanation for this,
and are unable to suggest an alternative. Nonsynchronous
triggering should produce an amalgamated record that in-
creases in complexity below each confluence, with only
partial correlations, if any, for the synchronous events. The
mixing and stacking of the provenance components further
suggests synchronous arrival at the confluence.

We observe that while the overall stratigraphy of the tur-
bidite sequence is maintained through confluences, the in-
ternal complexity and stratigraphic thickness of some events
actually increases for distal cores, just the opposite behavior
expected for distal sites where thinning and homogenization
of turbidites would be expected. We attribute this to the re-
invigoration and addition of new material injected at each
confluence, and potentially to the slight mistiming of coarse
pulses expected due to variable travel times for channel
tributaries.

From these results, we infer that the events and sites in-
cluded in this analysis pass a strict test of synchroneity, and
are most likely of earthquake origin. Further analysis of the
remaining confluence sites is in progress. A similar use of
mineralogic provenance to fingerprint source channels and
test for earthquake origin has been used in the Sea of Japan
by Shiki et al. (2000).

NSAF Radiocarbon Time Series and Comparison to On-
shore Paleoseismic Sites. In terms of event ages and their
distribution in time, the youngest 15 NSAF events have a
mean repeat time of ∼200 yr, with a standard deviation of
60 yr. Using peak probability density function (PDF) values
for event ages, the minimum interval value is ∼95 yr be-
tween T7a and T7 and T12a and T12, and the maximum
value is ∼270 yr between T5 and T6 and T10–T11 (we refer
to the third event as T3–4 because it is a doublet that may yet
prove to be two events). We find these values reasonably con-
sistent with previous paleoseismic data onshore. The ages
shown in Figure 9 include 11 ages reported by Zhang et al.
(2006) from the Vedanta Marsh site, two ages reported by
Knudsen et al. (2002) at Bodega Bay and Bolinas Lagoon,
and five ages reported by Kelson et al. (2006) from sites at
Fort Ross. The PDF curves for ages in Figure 9 are color
shaded to represent the time interval constraint from the
hemipelagic sediment between events. The center (dark) part

of the PDF represents the unconstrained part of the PDF, and
the two outward lightening shades represent 100% and 75%
of the full hemipelagic constraint as used in OxCal. These
constraints cannot strictly trim the distributions because they
are not completely independent constraints (the sedimenta-
tion rates depend on the 14C ages); however, the position
of these constraints is part of the OxCal output when the ages
and hemipelagic constraints are input in stratigraphic order.

These results indicate that the penultimate event prob-
ably occurred between A.D. 1700–1750 north of San Fran-
cisco. The mean age for this event from all sources is
indistinguishable from A.D. 1700. The age correspondence
between NSAF land and marine data is good for the last
∼2300 yr when comparing Noyo Canyon marine ages to
Vedanta Bolinas and Fort Ross land ages. For a given time
interval when individual land records overlap with the ma-
rine record, we see approximately the same total number of
events (�1) onshore and offshore, suggesting either a coin-
cidence or that land and marine sites are recording the same
events. Further support for a linkage between the turbidite
series presented here and onshore earthquakes, is the good
correspondence between land and turbidite recurrence inter-
vals, which are 200 and 240 yr for marine and land ages,
respectively. Individually, most ages except Noyo T3–4
(a doublet) and T7a have significant overlap of age ranges
(Fig. 9). Tom Fumal (T. Fumal, personal comm., 2007) re-
ports that an additional event has been found in a new trench
at Vedanta, which may correspond to the second event in our
T3–4 couplet. Our event T3–4 was not reported at Fort Ross,
and our event T9 was apparently not observed at Vedanta.
Our current stratigraphic correlation and age series, taken to-
gether, suggest that the previous 11 events may be correlated
from Noyo Canyon to at least to the latitude of Vedanta,
just north of San Francisco. Our initial along-strike correla-
tions imply rupture lengths for many (or most) events of
>250 km. Other events may well have occurred, but without
being recorded (or yet discovered) either offshore or onshore.

Temporal Association of Southern Cascadia
and NSAF Earthquake Series

Cascadia-NSAF Temporal Comparison

The average recurrence interval for the southern Casca-
dia margin in the last ∼3000 yr (ignoring the slightly differ-
ent southern rupture limits) is 223 yr (3154 �average age
of T7� � 250�=13 � 223 yr). The similarity between the
mean NSAF recurrence time and the southern Cascadia recur-
rence (∼200 offshore, 230 onshore versus ∼223 yr, respec-
tively) and the relatively close correspondence between the
A.D. 1700 Cascadia event and the penultimate NSAF event,
at A:D: ∼ 1700–1760, prompted us to examine both the tem-
poral connection between the two fault systems and the po-
tential stress interactions between them. In Figure 9, we plot
the NSAF time series over the past ∼3000 yr with Cascadia
events shown using both peak probability and PDF functions
for offshore turbidite ages and onshore paleoseismic data.
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Figure 9. OxCal age model for the youngest 15 events in the NSAF offshore system, onshore NSAF ages, and comparison to Cascadia
event ages. Cascadia OxCal PDFs are shown in blue. Land ages from OxCal combines are shown in red. Cascadia mean event ages are also
shown with blue arrows for well-dated turbidite events, light blue arrows for hemipelagic age estimates, and red arrows for onshore pa-
leoseismic events. See text for discussion and tables for data used and criteria, and discussion of temporal relationships. Interevent times
based on hemipelagic sediment thickness (represented by gray segments of NSAF PDFs) were used to constrain original NSAF 14C calendar-
age distributions (gray traces) using the SEQUENCE option in OxCal. Interevent times were estimated by converting hemipelagic sediment
thickness between each pair of events to time using the sedimentation rate. Events dated more than once were combined in OxCal prior to
calibration if results were in agreement; if not in agreement, the younger radiocarbon age was used in the final model. Five ages are calculated
from sedimentation rates where not enough forams were present for 14C dating. The resulting probability distributions (filled gray) are mostly
in good agreement with land ages from Fort Ross except for T3–4 and T7a (green lines; Kelson et al., 2006), Vedanta (red lines; Zhang et al.,
2006), Bolinas Lagoon and Bodega Bay (purple lines; Knudsen et al., 2002), and Point Arena (light blue lines; Prentice et al., 2000).
Additional Vedanta event is also shown (T. Fumal, personal comm., 2007). See inset for geographic locations. The vertical scale is cumulative
hemipelagic sediment thickness. Ⓔ See the electronic edition of BSSA for OxCal input data and further detail of sedimentation-rate curve.
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For Cascadia marine events that have multiple ages for the
same event, we first exclude outliers, then combine the well-
correlated ages using the Bayesian method in OxCal. The
statistical merging of the PDFs for these events yields a nar-
rower PDF for a single event dated independently with multi-
ple samples. For land ages, we use the combined land-marine
dataset to determine the best ages to use for this study based
on their reported error ranges, the fit of the reported age to the
larger dataset, and the fit of the age within the data reported
by the original authors for land data. In most cases we have
adopted the rationale used by the original authors to report
their preferred ages for each event. In some cases we have
further culled multiple ages to remove outliers. Ⓔ The ages
selected for use in this study and original references are given
in Table 1 of the electronic edition of BSSA. Since the full
original data were not always published, we have obtained
the lab data from original authors and recalibrated the ages
used in OxCal, yielding a more consistent representation of
single and combined ages. In two cases, there are land ages
reported for which there are only one or two reported ages
and no observed turbidite evidence. These are shown with
separate symbology in Figure 9. These could either be spur-
ious bad ages in the land record, or a real event of limited
spatial extend not observed in the marine record.

In addition to the close correspondence between the
Cascadia A.D. 1700 earthquake, and the penultimate NSAF
event ∼1700–1760 and recurrence intervals noted previously,
we also see an apparent coincidence of Cascadia events and
NSAF events occurring at approximately the same time for 12
and possibly 14 of 15 NSAF earthquakes (Fig. 9; Goldfinger
et al., 2007). During the 0–3000-yr period, the combined
onshore/offshore paleoseismic record for Cascadia includes
12 events, and 2 possible additional events. The thirteenth
event is recorded by significant subsidence in Eel River Ba-
sin in the early 1800s, though it is not observed elsewhere
and not known in the offshore paleoseismic record, which is
only poorly known at Eel Channel at present (Carver and
Plafker, 1999; Carver, 2000). The fourteenth event is one that
includes three reported land ages (two of high quality) in the
range 2100–2255 yr B.P. in central and southern Oregon, and
a small turbidite event. This event, T5c, is undated offshore,
but we include a calculated age based on the hemipelagic
sediment accumulated above well-dated T6 (Fig. 6).

To a first order, the recurrence intervals for southern
NSAF and Cascadia (200 versus 220) are quite similar, and
clearly distinct from northern Cascadia (496–526 yr; Gold-
finger, Morey, Erhardt, et al., 2006; C. Goldfinger et al.,
unpublished manuscript, 2007). If we include the uncertain
1800s event described previously, the average repeat time for
southern Cascadia would be 212 yr over the last 3000 yr. For
the 15 NSAF events, we observe that with the exception of
NSAF event T12 (and the weaker associations of T12 and
T1), the remaining NSAF earthquakes each have a corre-
sponding Cascadia event in temporal proximity. The rela-
tionship can be seen graphically in Figure 9. The question
arises then: Is this similarity in time series coincidental?

While considerable uncertainty exists in comparing 14C ages,
the marine record brings significant advantages in terms of
constraining event ages. First, we have focused on several
key cores from both systems in which the majority of the
events are dated, and thus are constrained to be in strati-
graphic order (also true for land sites). The remaining event
ages come from cores that have been stratigraphically corre-
lated. This constraint is significant and reduces the possibil-
ity of miscorrelation that plagues onshore paleoseismology,
though of course is subject to errors of interpretation. In Fig-
ure 9 we summarize the two time series and the relationship
between them. For all NSAF events, we have used the relaxed
hemipelagic constraint (75% of the calculated time inter-
val) in the OxCal calculations. In the figure, we show this
graphically by shading the portions of the PDF that fall
within these time intervals, and thus are less likely to contain
the time of the event. The PDFs themselves reflect the relaxed
constraint, but statistically do not terminate abruptly at these
boundaries. Full constraints using hemipelagic data for the
Cascadia margin are not used in this study, and await com-
pletion of the reservoir model discussed in a subsequent sec-
tion of this article.

We can examine the temporal relationship (if any) be-
tween the NSAF and southern Cascadia by several methods:
the relationship of mean ages, peak probability ages, and
probability distributions. We have calculated the means from
the midpoint in the 2-sigma ranges for Cascadia events in
several groupings: the mean for offshore correlated events,
the mean for onshore events thought to correlate, and the
combined means. These, along with the probability peak
ages are given in Tables 1 and 2, which include comparisons
to the NSAF data. Ⓔ The ages used and sources are given in
Tables 1–3 in the electronic edition of BSSA. We use ages
calculated from marine sedimentation rates for only a few
cases where the event was not datable or the number of
14C ages for a given event was low. Several of the smaller
local southern-Cascadia-inferred events could not be dated
with 14C, and for these events we calculate the age based
on well-constrained bracketing events above and below,
using hemipelagic thickness and the local sedimentation rate.

Comparing raw means for 12 events for which we can
make a comparison, the Cascadia turbidite events differ from
NSAF events by an average 36 yr (S.D. 28 yr), with 12 means
preceding NSAF and three virtually identical. The time inter-
val by which NSAF events preceded Cascadia is 150 yr, lar-
ger by a factor of ∼4 (Table 1; Ⓔ Fig. 4 in the electronic
edition of BSSA). For events interpreted to be the same events
onshore (excepting Cascadia T2a and T6a, which may not be
observed), 9 of 12 Cascadia peak ages precede NSAF events,
with three ages nearly identical, yielding an average delta of
37 yr (S.D. 42 yr) The alternate hypothesis of NSAF prece-
dence yields a mean delta of 202 yr, greater by a factor of
∼5 (Table 2). Comparing peak and midpoint PDF ages from
marine-correlated ages combined with OxCal where possible
yields a slight narrowing of the delta to 37 and 26 yr, respec-
tively, or 159–170 yr for NSAF preceding Cascadia, larger by
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Table 1
Comparison of Marine NSAF Ages with Marine OxCal Combined Ages and Peak Single Ages from Cascadia Marine Data

Marine OxCal
Combine Marine OxCal Peaks Marine OxCal Mid Marine Peak Means

NSAF Event
No.

NSAF Mean
Peak Age

Cascadia
Event No.

Mean Peak
Turbidite Age Peak Mid

Predate
Delta

Postdate
Delta

Predate
Delta

Postdate
Delta

Predate
Delta

Postdate
Delta

1 44

2 230 1 246 250 205 �20:0 115 25.0 160 �15:5 119
3–4 365 2 425 410 388 �45:0 100 �23:0 122 �59:6 85
5 510 2a 512 �2:4 263

6 775 3 800 815 830 �40:0 215 �55:0 200 �25:4 230
7a 1030 3a 1030* �0:1 105

7 1135 4 1214 1240 1232 �105:0 100 �97:0 108 �79:4 126
8 1340 4a 1384 �43:9 206

9 1590 5 1682 1535 1557 55.0 295 33.0 273 �91:9 148
10 1830 5a 1856* �25:5 239

11 2095 5b ?

12a 2250 5c 2277* �27:0 103

12 2380

13 2570 6 2601 2640 2610 �70:0 130 �40:0 160 �30:6 169
14 2770 6a 2812 �42:5

7 3130 3210 3210

Mean
delta

�37:5 159.2 �26:2 170.5 �37:0 149

S.D. 53.9 79.2 49.3 59.8 28.3 62
*Calculated age. Delta is defined as the time difference (years) between NSAF and Cascadia earthquakes.

Table 2
Comparison of Cascadia Land Ages, Combined Cascadia Land–Marine and Cascadia OxCal Combines with NSAF Marine Event Ages

Land Mean OxCal Peak Land

With Prototype
Reservoir Model Peak

Means

Onshore
Mean

Cascadia
Age

Cascadia
Event No.

Predate
Delta

Postdate
Delta Age

Predate
Delta

Postdate
Delta

Combined Land–
Marine Mean

Predate
Delta

Postdate
Delta

With Prototype
Reservoir

Model Turbidite
Age

Predate
Delta

Postdate
Delta

120 �76:0 110

250 1 �20:0 115 247.8 �17:8 117.2 246 �15:5 119

448 2 �83:0 62 335 30.0 175.0 436.3 �71:3 73.7 425 �59:6 85
No
record?

2a 530 �20:3 245

846 3 �70:8 184 690 85.0 340.0 823.1 �48:1 206.9 787 �11:9 243
1050 3a �20:0 85 1040.1 �10:1 94.9 1030 �0:1 105

1217 4 �81:7 123 1200 �65:0 140.0 1215.5 �80:5 124.5 1198 �63:1 142
1428 4a �87:5 163 1385 �45:0 205.0 1405.7 �65:7 184.3 1384 �43:9 206
1622 5 �31:7 208 1685 �95:0 145.0 1651.8 �61:8 178.2 1585 5.1 245
1808 5a 22.0 287 1820 10.0 275.0 1831.8 �1:8 263.2 1856 �25:5 239
2120 5b �25:0 130 2000 95.0 250.0 2120.0 �25:0 130.0 1842

2228 5c 22.5 343 2220 30.0 2252.2 �2:2 2277 �27:0
2560 6 10.0 210 2580 �10:0 190.0 2580.3 �10:3 189.7 2501 69.4 269
No
record?

6a 2712 57.5

3021.25 7 3050

Mean
delta

�36:8 202 Mean
delta

4.4 215.0 Mean
delta

�39:4 156.3 0 �11:2 190.0

S.D. 41.9 83 S.D. 64.6 69.0 S.D. 30.0 60.6 40.7 69.4
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a factor >4 (Table 1, 2-sigma ranges given in Table 3). Land
OxCal peaks differ from the NSAF by an average of 4 yr (but
S.D. is large at 65) and 215 yr for predate and postdate, re-
spectively. Combined land/marine Cascadia mean ages differ
from NSAF events by an average of 39 yr, with 11 preceding
and 5 events nearly identical in age (Table 2). The mean
postevent delta is 156 yr, larger by a factor of ∼4. The pre-
ceding deltas calculated by five methods are all statistically
indistinguishable from one another considering the asso-
ciated error budgets, as are the postdate deltas.

Comparison of the PDFs for Cascadia and NSAF events
in Figure 9 shows that the PDFs of most events from both
regions have overlap at the 95% level; however, the time
between events represented by hemipelagic sediment, and
shown in the figure, reduces considerably the probability that
earthquakes occurred in the low probability portions of the
PDF. Regionally, most events for each system are also pre-
cluded from overlap by virtue of being in stratigraphic order
in a single core, or well correlated between cores for the ma-
rine data. The detailed comparison of 14C ages is of course
fraught with multiple uncertainties, and should be considered
with caution.

One additional uncertainty is the reservoir correction
applied to marine ages to obtain calendar ages (Stuiver and
Braziunas, 1993). This value, representing the age of the sea-
water populated by microfossils we use to date the turbidites,
is a published spatially varying value specific to west-coast
sites. The published value is derived usually from paired
shell/wood dates that establish the age of the water in which
some shelled animals lived with stratigraphically correlated
terrestrial material. The published values are almost exclu-
sively from the twentieth century, though it is known that
these values change through time (i.e., Kovanen and Easter-
brook, 2002). We have observed probable time and space
variant mismatches between land and marine ages for the

same earthquake events, for earlier periods of time, and have
attempted to map the variability using the numerous ages
from the land and marine earthquake record as part of an
ongoing separate investigation. This mapping is included
in Ⓔ Table 2 of the electronic edition of BSSA and shown
graphically in Figure 7. If we apply this prototype reservoir
model to our marine ages, we find that in addition to tighter
groupings of land-marine ages, which would be expected,
the mean delta between the NSAF and preceding Cascadia
earthquakes is reduced to 11 yr. For Cascadia, following
the NSAF, the delta is 190 yr, larger by a factor of >17.
Application of this prototype reservoir age mapping is not in-
cluded in Figure 9; however, its application appears promis-
ing and is included in Table 2 for comparison.

The age series in total suggest a temporal relationship
between Cascadia and NSAF events that does not appear to
be random and strongly favors Cascadia earthquakes preced-
ing the NSAF The alternate relationship that Cascadia events
consistently postdate NSAF events is possible as well, though
the average time separation would be greater by a factor of
4–6. We also note that the Cascadia ages for offshore events
may change somewhat as a result of better definition of the
marine reservoir correction in the future, and this may help
close the gap for some time and latitude ranges for which the
modern correction appears to be inadequate.

Dynamic Links between the Cascadia
Megathrust and the NSAF

Coseismic and Postseismic Deformation
from Cascadia Earthquakes

In order to quantify the influence of Cascadia earth-
quakes on the NSAF, we model the coseismic and postseis-
mic deformation from the Cascadia earthquake. First we
verify the geometry of the NSAF system, which has only

Table 3
Summary of Error Ranges for OxCal Marine-Combined Data

NSAF Event Number NSAF 2-sigma Ranges CASC OxCal 2-sigma Ranges Cascadia Event Number Turbidite Age Cascadia Marine 2-sigma Ranges

T1 39.5–104.5

T2 169.5–289.5 101–287 1 246 155.3–328.3
T3=4 279.5–439.5 298–460 2 425 325.5–503.1
T5 429.5–599.5 2a 512

T6 689.5–879.5 742–907 3 800 684.3–916.3
T7A 929.5–1119.5 3a 1030

T7 1039.5–1249.5 1162–1287 4 1214 1113.4–1328.4
T8 1249.5–1469.5 4a 1384

T9 1479.5–1709.5 1527–1731 5 1682 1542.8–1783
T10 1699.5–1949.5 5a 1856

T11 1969.5–2229.5 5b ?

T12A 2129.5–2329.5 5c 2277

T12 2269.5–2479.5

T13 2469.5–2689.5 2480–2706 6 2601 2497.5–2756.7
T14 2689.5–2889.5 6a 2812

3090–3321 7 3130 3027.2–3263.4
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been poorly mapped previously. Offshore, the NSAF tra-
verses the continental shelf between Point Arena and Point
Delgada and was mapped using early seismic reflection pro-
files (Curray and Nason, 1967). In 2004, we collected multi-
beam bathymetric data and several 3.5-kHz profiles across
the offshore NSAF. We used these data and a newly released
dataset of migrated industry multichannel reflection profiles
to verify that the NSAF indeed traverses the shelf and comes
ashore again at Point Delgada (Fig. 10) and verify the origi-
nal mapping of Curray and Nason. We also observe some ad-
ditional compressional deformation, particularly within the
northeast part of the Viscaino block, but are unable to eval-
uate this deformation in terms of recency and rates, and thus
we do not consider it in the subsequent modeling.

We model the elastic coseismic deformation, deforma-
tion from deep afterslip, and 60 yr of postseismic deforma-
tion resulting from viscoelastic relaxation of elastic stress
changes due to the earthquake in the mantle. We initially as-
sume that the entire subduction zone slipped in a megathrust
event such as the A.D. 1700 earthquake (Satake et al., 1996;
Goldfinger et al., 2003a; Satake et al., 2003) and also model
a smaller southern-margin earthquake.

The first-order slip model involves 14 m of slip on each
of the 16 planes spanning the 1050-km-long megathrust rup-
ture and 7 m of slip on the 8 deep afterslip planes. The elastic
coseismic and postseismic deformation is calculated in a lay-
ered spherical geometry using the method of Pollitz (1996).
The geometry of the megathrust rupture is based on the plate-
interface model of Flueck et al. (1997), and the elastic struc-
ture of the Earth is based on the seismically determined
global Earth model, Preliminary Reference Earth Model
(PREM; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). The modeled
earthquake has a magnitude of Mw 9.1 based on the fault
geometry, slip values and Earth model. Viscoelastic deforma-
tion is calculated on a spherical Earth using the method of
Pollitz (1992). We use the preferred spherically layered Earth
model presented by Pollitz et al. (2006) for a study of post-
seismic deformation following the 2004 and 2005 Suma-
tra megathrust events, which employs a biviscous (Burgers
body) viscoelastic rheology in the asthenosphere (Pollitz
et al., 2006). In this model, the asthenosphere has an initial
short-term viscosity of 5 × 1017 Pa s that dominates the de-
formation during the first few years and a long-term viscosity
of 1 × 1019 Pa. This model matches both the spatial pattern
and temporal evolution of the first year of postseismic Global
Positioning System (GPS) measurements in Southeast Asia.
The modeled postseismic surface velocities after several de-
cades of transient deformation are also of similar magnitude
as those currently measured along the rupture zones of the
great 1960 Chile (Hu et al., 2004) and 1964 Alaska (Zweck
et al., 2002) earthquakes.

Figure 11a,b,c shows the far-reaching surface displace-
ment fields (only displacements<0:3 m are shown) from the
coseismic and postseismic deformation models. The hori-
zontal coseismic displacements near the updip end of the
rupture approximate the 14 m of modeled slip and decrease

to about 2 cm in the San Francisco Bay Area (Fig. 11a; Ⓔ
Fig. 5 in the electronic edition of BSSA). Coseismic displace-
ments exceeding 0.1 m extend for up to 500 km to the east
and west of the rupture. The vertical displacements from our
coseismic model are to a first-order compatible with the sub-
sidence observed and estimated from coastal marsh studies
for the 1700 earthquake (compiled in Leonard et al., 2004).
Detailed matching of subsidence data is made problematic
however by the complexities of the onshore accretionary
wedge in southern Cascadia, the unknown slip distribution
of the 1700 earthquake, the multiple subsidence methodol-
ogies used, and the weak constraints imposed by these meth-
odologies. The horizontal surface displacements resulting
from deep afterslip peak at about 2.5 m and are between
2–3 cm in the Bay Area (Fig. 11c;Ⓔ Fig. 6 in the electronic
edition of BSSA). The cumulative motions from mantle re-
laxation in the first 60 yr of postseismic relaxation exceed
0.1 m to distances greater than 1000 km. The horizontal vis-
coelastic displacements at the surface peak at about 1.65 m
and are between 0.15–0.25 m in the Bay Area (Fig. 11b; Ⓔ
Fig. 7 in the electronic edition of BSSA). However, except for
the segment offshore from Point Delgada, the NSAF is lo-
cated in a low-strain lobe for both the coseismic and post-
seismic deformation.

Stress Changes from Cascadia Earthquakes
along the NSAF

We evaluate the stress changes along the NSAF associ-
ated with coseismic and postseismic deformation from Cas-
cadia megathrust events in order to test the possibility that
Cascadia earthquakes triggered subsequent NSAF events. We
model the Coulomb failure stress (CFS), which takes into
consideration both shear- and normal-stress changes across
the NSAF. Previous studies have shown that CFS increases of
1–3 bars are generally sufficient to trigger seismicity (e.g.,
Stein and Lisowski, 1983; Toda et al., 1998; Rydelek and
Sacks, 1999; Freed, 2005). We use a CFS function given by
CFS � Δτ � μ0Δσn, which defines CFS as a sum of the
change in shear stress τ and the change in normal-stress
σn, multiplied by an effective coefficient of friction μ. Posi-
tive CFS enhances loading on the right-lateral NSAF. CFS is
modeled on 48 NSAF receiver-fault segments at 10 km depth,
based on the geometry of the 1906 earthquake rupture
(Thatcher et al., 1997), assuming μ0 � 0:4. CFS values are
also computed for a ∼100-km-wide zone along the NSAF,
assuming the same receiver-fault geometry.

Deformation and stress changes from megathrust earth-
quakes are large and far reaching (e.g., Banerjee et al., 2005;
Nalbant et al., 2005). Significant postseismic deformation
transients due to viscous relaxation in the mantle further ex-
pand the reach of fault interactions and are likely to persist
for many decades (e.g., Pollitz et al., 1998, 2006). The mag-
nitude of CFS change on a nearby fault depends on the rel-
ative position, its orientation, and distance to the earthquake
source. Thus, stress changes along the NSAF due to a Cas-
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cadia megathrust rupture and subsequent relaxation vary sig-
nificantly along the fault due to both changes in distance and
strike of the fault, ranging from N55W to N1W. Overall, we
find that coseismic CFS changes are large and likely to en-
hance subsequent rupture only on the northernmost segment
of the NSAF (Fig. 12a). CFS changes along the remainder of
the fault are modest, as the NSAF lies in a nodal lobe of co-
seismic deformation. Postseismic viscous relaxation appears
to reduce CFS along much of the NSAF and can therefore not
be considered as a significant triggering mechanism in this
case. Future work will evaluate if consideration of three-
dimensional heterogeneity of Earth rheology significantly
changes this conclusion.

The coseismic deformation increased CFS at 10 km
depth by a maximum of about 9 bars in the section of the
fault near Point Delgada (Fig. 12a). The CFS resulting from
the viscous deformation peaks at about 2.5 bars; however,
this peak is in the northernmost region of the fault where
there is a large negative coseismic CFS (Fig. 12c). Postseis-
mic afterslip both increases and reduces CFS along the NSAF,
but its negative peak reduces the extent of the largest positive
coseismic CFS by half (Fig. 12b).

We also compare our uniform-slip full-margin earth-
quake model with coseismic and postseimic CFS changes re-
sulting from a southern Cascadia earthquake approximating
the smaller southern events from the paleoseismic record. We

Figure 10. Shaded relief image and structure map of the offshore NSAF region. NSAF trace was mapped using multibeam bathymetry
from Point Arena to Point Delgada, and recently released industry multichannel seismic reflection profiles (tracklines shown in gray). Re-
mapping main offshore trace shows original mapping by Curray and Nason (1967) to be correct, and main trace comes ashore again at Point
Delgada. NSAF offsets and captures the head of Noyo Canyon at the N in the San Andreas fault. Additional details of the fault trace show
modest stepovers and additional deformation of the northeast Viscaino block.
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apply 8 m of slip on the six southernmost Cascade fault
planes (380 km strike length) and from a heterogeneous full-
margin earthquake that includes less slip on the southern
fault planes (Pollitz et al., 2008). Total CFS on the NSAF
from both the southern Cascadia earthquake and the hetero-
geneous full-margin earthquake peaks in the same northern
location as from the homogenous full-margin model; how-
ever, the CFS peaks are reduced by about a factor of 2. Based
on these results, it appears that the most likely nucleation
point of a triggered NSAF event, from whichever of the three
Cascadia source models, would be near Point Delgada. The
coseismic CFS alone would be large enough to trigger an
earthquake, while the postseismic contributions from the vis-
cous relaxation and afterslip do not significantly increase the
total CFS on the NSAF. This result suggests a directivity to
many past NSAF ruptures that is opposite to that of the south–
north rupture in 1906, one of the few events that was not
preceded by a Cascadia earthquake.

In addition to subduction earthquakes, we also examine
the possible contribution from significant triggered slip on
the Mendocino transform fault (MTF), the Little Salmon fault
(LSF), or the Mad River fault (MRF). A triggered earthquake
on the MTF might be expected shortly following a Cascadia
earthquake because CFS on the western segment, at 10-km
depth, is always positive and peaks at over 40 bars, while
CFS changes on the eastern segment fluctuate greatly be-
tween about �1000 and 1000 bars. The MRF is not likely
to be triggered by the Cascadia subduction zone, as CFS
at 10-km depth is always negative with a negative peak of
more than �60 bars. A Cascadia megathrust earthquake may
trigger an LSF earthquake, as the CFS increases by up to
∼100 bars, and is at least 10 bars for more than 10 km on
the offshore part of the thrust fault. Our first-order slip mod-
els for the LSF and MTF consist of 2 m of uniform slip based

on their characteristic earthquake magnitudes (Clarke and
Carver, 1992; McCrory, 1996; Petersen et al., 1996). The
combined coseismic and postseismic CFS from 2 m of slip
on the LSF peaks at 0.1 bars and would not significantly in-
crease CFS on the NSAF (Fig. 12e). The CFS change on the
NSAF from the MTF is highly dependent on the strike and
location of the MTF rupture; the 270° striking western seg-
ment would only increase CFS on the NSAF by a maximum
of 0.4 bars, whereas slip on the 285° striking eastern MTF
segment would increase CFS on the offshore NSAF by as
much as 30 bars (Fig. 12e). However, the CFS increase from
the eastern MTF is located in the northernmost section of the
NSAF, where there is a comparably larger decrease in CFS re-
sulting from the combined coseismic and postseismic defor-
mation from the Cascadia earthquake. Therefore, although
the eastern MTF on its own could significantly increase
CFS on the immediately adjoining, northernmost portion of
the NSAF, it would not significantly extend the region of
positive CFS when combined with the Cascadia megathrust
earthquake.

We also tested the reverse triggering scenario and mod-
eled CFS on the Cascadia receiver planes from an NSAF-type
earthquake using a distributed slip model for the 1906 earth-
quake (Thatcher et al., 1997). The maximum positive coseis-
mic CFS on the southern tip of the margin is about 20 bars at
depths between 12–16 km (Fig. 12f). At these depths, CFS
increases of at least 1 bar extend north for about 30–40 km.
The CFS resulting from viscoelastic relaxation is mostly neg-
ative on the southern Cascade receiver planes. This may be
sufficient to trigger an earthquake on southern Cascadia or on
the smaller upper plate thrust faults, such as the MRF and the
LSF, although the 1906 event failed to do so. The paleoseis-
mic record, however, strongly favors the former case, with
Cascadia events preceding the NSAF by ∼50 yr, whereas

Figure 11. Comparison of the far-field coseismic and postseismic deformation for displacements less than 30 cm at the surface (absent
grid points have displacements greater than 30 cm). Ⓔ See the electronic edition of BSSA for total displacement fields. (a) Coseismic
deformation from Cascade megathrust. (b) Displacement from afterslip on the Cascade megathrust. (c) Cumulative viscoelastic displacement
after 60 yr from Cascade megathrust and afterslip.
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Cascadia earthquakes follow NSAF events on average by
150 yr.

Could the temporal relationship between Cascadia and
the NSAF be due to some of the turbidite events actually
being the same source events, recorded on both sides of the
triple junction? Indeed, it is possible that the thin mud tur-
bidites could have been triggered in southern Oregon can-
yons by the NSAF and bear no relationship to Cascadia
events. We consider this possibility less likely than Cascadia
triggering, as the required triggering distances from the
northern tip of the NSAF to Rogue (220 km), Klamath

(180 km), and Trinidad (130 km) Canyon heads are 50%–
240% greater than the 90-km distance from southern Casca-
dia to Noyo Canyon. Since Cascadia events did not trigger
Noyo turbidity currents (see previous explanation and Gold-
finger et al., 2007), we consider NSAF triggering of Rogue,
Smith, Klamath, or Trinidad Canyon turbidity currents un-
likely. Triggering in the poorly known Eel Canyon may be
possible, though the uppermost turbidite there has an age of
∼233 yr (2σ 188–350), consistent with the A.D. 1700 Cas-
cadia earthquake and suggesting no 1906 triggering occurred
there. We note that the smaller undated events appear to be

Figure 12. Comparison of CFS changes (bars) at 10-km depth on the NSAF from (a) coseismic deformation, (b) afterslip, (c) 60 yr of
viscoelastic relaxation, (d) combined coseismic, afterslip, and viscoelastic relaxation, and (e) coseismic deformation and viscoelastic re-
laxation from MTF and LSF. Fault segments in black are source faults; green segments signify receiver faults. (f) CFS change on the Cascadia
receiver faults from an NSAF earthquake.
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more robust southward from Smith to Klamath to Trinidad
canyons, which could support NSAF triggering. However,
this equally well could be due to southward increases in sub-
marine drainage areas or river discharge and sediment supply
for these systems. In any case, only two of the thin mud tur-
bidites that are not reported at both Cascadia land and marine
sites are part of the post 3000-yr correlation shown in Fig-
ures 6 and 7. All other events are correlated too far north in
Cascadia, and likely coincide with tsunami and subsidence
deposits on land, precluding any connection to the NSAF.
Similarly, the NSAF events are correlated southward for over
250 km both stratigraphically and more indirectly by their
temporal relationship to land event ages from the Fort Ross,
Vedanta, and Bolinas sites, making any direct triggering by
Cascadia earthquakes unlikely.

Conclusions

We have tested the turbidite record along the Cascadia
and NSAF continental margins for synchronous triggering
of turbidity currents as a method for determining the origin
of these deposits, whether from earthquake or other sources.
We have used 14C ages, relative dating tests at channel
confluences, and direct correlation of physical properties to
determine whether turbidites deposited in separate channel
systems are correlative, that is, whether they were triggered
by a common event. The NSAF late Holocene turbidite re-
cord examined thus far has passed these tests, and can be
correlated with multiple proxies along multiple canyon sys-
tems from the MTJ to offshore San Francisco. Correlations of
the youngest 10 events are improved by addition of color
reflectance data to the geophysical proxies used for strati-
graphic correlation.

Preliminary comparisons of our event ages with exist-
ing and in-progress work at onshore sites show good corre-
spondence, further circumstantial evidence that the offshore
record is primarily earthquake generated. During the last
∼2100 yr, we observe 11 most likely correlative turbidites,
including one likely generated by the 1906 earthquake, that
can be traced between Noyo Canyon, near the MTJ, and Cor-
dell Channel near Point Reyes. Using combined constraints
from physical property correlation, radiocarbon ages, and in-
terevent sedimentation, we conclude that it is likely that at
least 8 of 11 NSAF events recorded both onshore and off-
shore in the past 2100 yr have rupture lengths of at least
250 km and extend from the MTJ region to near the latitude
of San Francisco.

Onshore and offshore paleoseismic records from the
Cascadia subduction zone suggest that margin-wide and seg-
mented southern Cascadia earthquakes precede NSAF events
by ∼0–80 yr, averaging 25–45 yr for 13 of 15 probable earth-
quakes or 87% of NSAF events in the past 3000 yr, with two
additional Cascadia events too poorly constrained for com-
parison. On the other hand, NSAF events precede Cascadia

earthquakes on average by ∼150–200 yr, most likely too
long for a stress change effect.

Modeling of the static coseismic and both viscoelastic
and afterslip-induced postseismic stress changes suggests
that coseismic stress changes from Cascadia earthquakes
are more than sufficient to trigger NSAF events, if they nu-
cleate along the northernmost section of the NSAF near Point
Delgada.
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